Enjoy Ibiza and Stay at Cas
Gasi – A Luxury Boutique
Hotel
Cas Gasi is one of Ibiza’s original sustainable hotels. This
luxury boutique hotel and organic farm is located in the heart
of Ibiza’s scenic countryside. It is clear this property
focuses on its original commitment to sustainability and
holistic wellness ethos.
In 2022, Cas Gasi introduces exciting new opportunities,
activities and additions. This amazing boutique hotel is set
upon four hectares of land in a secluded, idyllic location.
Therefore, you not only enjoy a VIP experience, but also have
privacy. Recent updates to the property reaffirm the hotel’s
continuous advances towards sustainability.
You can stay at a year-round luxury boutique hotel that been
part of an on-going evolution towards concern for the
environment. As a result, this exquisite property shows
evidence of an ever-present conscious and wellness focused
ethos.

Property Sustainability, Additions & Updates for 2022
Sustainability remains a core tenet of the Cas Gasi philosophy
since its inception. Thus, the advances in the property’s
organic agriculture towards “No Dig” is a massive step
forward. Also seen are energetic auto sufficiency, by means of
photovoltaic panels on the roofs of the stunning Ibizan
Palaces. Furthermore, all of the hotel’s vehicles are fully
electric. Plus, several electric chargers are found on the
property for guests who wish to drive responsibly while
visiting.
The food served at the property’s restaurant is essentially

all organic and 0 KM. Also, the delicious food features plenty
of vegan options. Twice a month during the summer season, the
hotel hosts farm-to-table evenings. For example, selected
guests sit on the long tables among the olive trees. Dine in
style under the starry Ibizan sky in the evenings. Pure
luxury.

A re-design by Cas Gasi to its on-site vegetable garden, make
the stunning vegetable plot more of a garden-like utopia. It
is a “No-Dig” system. Continuing, guests can walk around, eat,
and relax among the beauty and bounty of Ibiza’s nature.
The land’s agricultural output also includes jams produced
from fruits grown on site, quince paste and tomato sauce. In
addition, marinated olives and Cas Gasi’s special organic cold
pressed olive oil. All items are available for purchase in the
hotel’s shop. It’s an intoxicating boutique that caters to the
most extravagant and demanding tastes.
Ibiza is a true paradise and attracts ever more discerning

visitors. The Cas Gasi restaurant offers an enchanting setting
and organic cuisine and will be open to guests beyond those
staying at the hotel. More broadly speaking, the island’s
restaurant scene is a mix ranging from local to sophisticated.
Ibiza is definitely a destination for all major foodies. In
addition, the beauty and quality of the numerous beach
restaurants has been impactful in this resurgence.

Where to Go and How to Get There – A New Ibiza
Experience
Cas Gasi promotes wellbeing at a personal level. As well as
with individual tailor-made retreats, available for those who
do not wish to join a larger group.
Travel continues to evolve in recent years. Therefore, it is
increasingly popular to go hiking or on e-bike excursions
throughout lesser explored parts of the island. These Ibiza
island excursions can be guided or not. In addition, you may
find yourself on a path which hasn’t changed in hundreds of
years.
The Old Town features world heritage walls and an imposing
castle. It offers visitors a medieval spectacle at the end of
May. Hence, island visitors are taken back to another era for
a week. Ibicencos recreate historic life and professions.
Discover era-appropriate costumes that engender an immersive
ambiance alive with markets. Of course, they feature potters,
bakers, weavers, winemakers, butchers, carpenters, and
shoemakers.
The markets stretch along the narrow intramuro streets. As a
result, this special time on the island reminds visitors of
Ibiza’s rich history. In conclusion, it is one that has been
home to numerous cultures and civilizations over millennia.
The Life of Luxury offers VIP experiences all around the
world. Enjoy the best luxury travel destinations for your next
vacation!

We hope you enjoy learning more about Cas Gasi in
Ibizu. Return soon to follow our popular, luxury site.
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